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• Self-assembled quantum dots have
improved the performance of many
optoelectronic devices such as infrared
photodetectors and intermediate band
solar cells.

• Offer the ability to tune device parameters
by carefully adjusting device dimensions.

• Designing an optimal quantum dot for a
specific purpose requires intensive
simulation beforehand.

• Quantum Dot Lab provides such a
simulation platform for the research
community.

Structure
• QD can either be a simple

particle in a box structure or
a realistic multilayer
structure with wetting and
capping layers

• Atomic grid constructed
based on the structure and
material specification in each
region

Strain simulation
• In reality, different layers are

composed of different
materials.

• Inhomogeneity in material
causes strain in structure.

• Structure relaxed with
a valence force field based
strain model.

Confined states calculation
• Schrodinger’s equation

solved for the relaxed atom
positions to get confined
electron and hole states.

• Users can choose between
a simplistic EM model versus a
complex 10 band sp3d5s*
TB model (with SO coupling) for
the Hamiltonian

Outputs
• Spatial distribution of strain

components and eigenfunctions
• Optical absorption spectrum

calculated based on Fermi’s
golden rule.

• Local bandstructure (Based on
both Def. theory and atomistic
simulation) calculated to visualize
the deformed bandstructure

Parameters of interest:

Structure
• Particle in a box
• Multilayer structure 
Basis
• Single band EM
• Multiband EM
• Ten band TB
Electronic and Optical properties
• Fermi level
• Temperature
• Polarization vector
• State broadening
Resources
• Can be run on a maximum of 256 cores

Runs NEMO5 simulation tool in the background. 

• An online platform for simulating quantum dots has been shown that can simulate quantum dots with varying degrees of 
complexity acting as a research and learning tool for the scientific community

• Tool can be expanded to include more material options, alloys and disordered structures. 
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